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RECENT PROJECTS
Brewery Finder [ Deployed Site | GitHub Repo ] Tech Stack: React, JavaScript,  JSX, CSS, React Router, Cypress, GraphQL
● Built our “Malt-Matcher” app with a full-stack team where users can find local breweries by searching the style, city, and radius.
● Spearheaded the layout and design and collaborated with other developers on the team to successfully implement GraphQL, React

Router, and E2E testing using Cypress.

Music Discovery [ Deployed Site | GitHub Repo ] Tech Stack: React, JavaScript,  JSX, CSS, React Router, Cypress, TypeScript

● Our team, consisting of three front-end developers built out our “Mood Tunes” music app that allows a user to see a playlist of
songs based on the mood the user selects.

● As a team, we all learned and implemented TypeScript in order to gain new knowledge and further understanding of types and how
TypeScript checks that all datatypes being passed are correct as initially defined.

Movie Review Platform [ Deployed Site | GitHub Repo ] Tech Stack: React, JavaScript,  JSX, CSS, React Router, Cypress

● To build this app, I collaborated on a paired project using the React framework, where users can browse different movies and view
details and trailers for their selected movies.

● Spearheaded the implementation of React Router to navigate the site, as well as Cypress for E2E testing.

EDUCATION
Front-End Web Development, Turing School of Software & Design, Denver, CO
● Implemented approximately 7 projects using Vanilla JavaScript, HTML, & CSS technologies, while later creating another 10-13

projects within the React framework, leveraging our initial skills, while also learning & implementing new languages, such as
TypeScript, GraphQL, React Router, and Cypress E2E Testing.

EXPERIENCE
Footwear Colorist, Skechers USA, Manhattan Beach, CA July 2010 – April 2021
● Began my career as a Sales Associate in Retail stores, then eventually grew with the company to become a Footwear Colorist in the

main corporate office where I spearheaded multiple Men’s categories to create trend-right styles for our customers.
● Spearheaded the creation of color-combinations for new styles, as well as material selection for those styles.
● Built out styles for upcoming seasons while collaborating alongside other designers, colorists, and PMs.

Counterintelligence Agent, US Army, Schofield Barracks, HI March 2005 – June 2009
● Served as a Sergeant (E-5), holding dual titles as Counterintelligence Agent (primary MOS), and also an Interrogator (secondary

MOS).
● Lead a HUMINT (Human Intelligence) Collection Team in Iraq, where my team was responsible for the collection of intelligence

against High-Value Targets and other threats, to ensure the safety and security of our area of responsibility.
● Collected intelligence on High-Value-Targets, and collaborated with other HUMINT teams in different areas to aid in the

information collection and detention of other persons of interest.

SKILLS
Languages & Frameworks: JavaScript, React, React Router, TypeScript, GraphQL, HTML, CSS
Testing: E2E [Cypress], TDD [Mocha & Chai]
Tools/Workflow: GitHub, Node.js, NPM, Agile Workflow, GitHub Project Boards, Actionable PR Code Review

https://maltmatcher.vercel.app/
https://github.com/malt-matcher/malt-matcher-FE
https://mood-tunes.vercel.app/
https://github.com/jrmedina/MoodTunes
https://ant-shell.github.io/tainted-peaches
https://github.com/Ant-Shell/tainted-peaches

